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Abstract. Forward electricity market has emerged as a pivotal section for the electricity transaction to keep
stakeholders away from price risk and electricity shortage. But the forward contract of conventional unit
partially limits the unit output before operation, leading to the curtailed generation share of renewable
energy source (RES). Modeling and assessing this impact is of great significance for system planning and
market supervision. The central thesis of this paper is to find out the impact of forward market on RES
curtailment. A probabilistic evaluation model for RES accommodation is proposed, taking the curtailment
rate as a main evaluation index. We mainly research financial contract and physical contract, modeling the
impact of them on thermal unit minimum load capacity and power load in evaluation model. The simulation
is conducted in a simplified system, which reveals the change of RES curtailment with renege penalty,
contract price and execution generation curve.

1 Introduction
The forward market is an important part of the power
market, acting as a complement for the spot market. The
forward market refers to the market in which forward
contracts are traded, and transactions are settled on a
certain date in the future. The content of forward contract
is usually the stakeholders agree to buy or sell a certain
quantity of electricity at a certain price in the future [1].
So forward market plays a vital role in avoiding the price
risk of electricity and detecting the demand in advance
and was established in many countries.
Forward market is a classic market form in Chinese
power system. For example, annual electricity plan and
load entity direct transaction are the typical forward
transaction without full marketization. With electricity
marketization in China, forward market has become a
central issue. In some provinces, the contract between
thermal unit and load entity increase the lower bound of
conventional unit forced power, leading to reduced
generation share of RES. A primary concern of forward
market here is how to evaluate the effect of precontracted electricity on future RES curtailment in a
relatively long term, such as a month or a season. This
issue is of great significance within the field of future
power market construction.
Previous research was mainly focused on the market
situation and economic analysis of forward market. To
date, several studies have investigated the transaction
mode of forward market in power market reform starting
at 2015 in China [2], [3]. Reference [4] builds a new
*

dynamic model to evaluate the effect of forward market
on cyclical price behavior in electricity markets. An
equilibrium model for joint forward contracts and dayahead markets are proposed in [5], and the complicated
market behavior of producers and consumers are also
modeled. Agent-based model is a fundamental path to
model the price building, transaction and operation of the
forward market, which is used in [6]. In this study,
authors consider renewable energy situation as boundary
conditions but not dependent variable. Similarly, research
[7] considers renewable energy volatility as an
independent variable and indicates RES may undermine
the role of forward contract, decreasing incentive of
power plants. Another hot topic is the coordination of
unit commitment and forward contract, on which
reference [8] and [9] propose multi-time-range model for
daily operation and long-term trading plans. Reference
[10] analyzes the forward contract of interruptible load
and gives an optimal management method, including
purchase process and dispatch rule. The effect of forward
market are only the auxiliary work of the above papers.
What is not yet clear is the constrain of thermal unit
minimum generation share caused by forward market and
impact of forward market on RES curtailment in a long
time scale rather than sequential analysis.
This paper attempts to explore this issue by building a
probabilistic model based on probabilistic production
simulation (PPS) method to assess RES accommodation.
The two types of forward market considered are financial
contract and physical contract. This paper begins by the
probabilistic evaluation model for RES curtailment in
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section 2. It will then go on to the model of financial
contract and physical contract in the perspective of
probability, described in section 3. Section 4 presents the
result of numerical experiment that shows the change of
RES curtailment with renege penalty, contract price of
financial contract and execution curve shape, contract
electricity of physical contract.
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2.1 Curtailment power evaluation model

Fig. 1 Evaluation principle of generation curtailment and
accommodation

The main step to assess the impact of forward contract on
renewable energy generation is building the evaluation
model of renewable energy accommodation. Based on
PPS, we illustrate the basic principle of generation
curtailment and accommodation evaluation from a
probabilistic perspective. Assuming that the sequential
power load curve could be collected from TSO and be
relatively stable in probability characteristic, which
makes it possible to predict the future load curve on the
basis of historical curve multiplied by rate. According to
sequential load curve, the equivalent load duration curve
(ELDC) FL (x) is defined as
P

It is obvious that the energy calculated by (2) and (3)
are expectation value in a period. The process are
independent from the sequential data, simplifying load
prediction. As for unit types, totally controllable units,
including conventional thermal unit, nuclear unit, are
usually modeled as one-state or two-state unit which
consists of forced capacity and regulation capacity.
Curtailment energy is surplus generation capability but
no fuel waste for them. So we usually focus on the
curtailment energy of RES. Wind power and PV are
usually types of multi-state, because they are constrained
by natural resource. In that case, the capacity-probability
pairs set of renewable energy can be calculated from PDF
with discretization, shown in Fig. 2.

(1)

where x is value of power load or capacity of generation.
PL max is the maximum load, MW. f L ( x) is the probability
distribution function (PDF) of power load, calculated
from historical data.
Power balance in PPS is the process that power
sources fill the area between ELDC and X-axis in a
specific order, shown in Fig. 1. Physically, this area is the
total energy needed, or the accommodation area for
sources. In Fig. 1, power source A, B, D and E are
arranged in different positions under ELDC, where the
width of each position is the capacity of generation.
Source A,B and E are single state units, which means
there is only one forced outage rate (FOR) in whole
capacity, while source D have three different FOR in the
variable states. If ELDC is less than 1, the generation
arranged in that positon may face with curtailing energy,
represented by yellow part in Fig. 1. Curtailment energy
Ecur depends on the yellow part and FOR of
corresponding units, which can be stated as
Ecur = T
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Fig. 2 Discretized capacity-probability pairs of wind power

2.2 Interaction and arrangement of power
sources

(2)

With reference to the dispatching principle, the base load,
especially part A and part B in Fig. 1, is supported by
thermal units and nuclear units. And renewable energy is
regarded as “middle power”, supporting the shoulder load
that is represented by part D in Fig. 1 for RES can’t
provide regulation service to track load. In PPS, the wind
power will be filled after the minimum load capacity of
the non-heating thermal power are involved. Sometimes,
hydropower station with insufficient reservoir is arranged
in the same position with wind power. However, this
paper is concentrated on the fluctuant RES, mainly the
wind power, without detailed research on hydropower.
After that, the load not supported is peak load that is the

where I is the state set of a unit, and T is the calculation
time range, usually a month. qi is the FOR of state i .
Ci is the capacity of state i . xi is the starting point in the
X-axis of state i .
Correspondingly, accommodation energy of this unit
is
Eacc = T

E

D2

2 Basic principle of evaluation model

FL (X)= XLmax f L (x)dx

D3

(3)
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Q f is the contract energy in period T .  is the

main generation area for thermal unit regulation capacity.
The existing studies show that a large number of
conventional units with too much minimum load will
cause severe curtailment, which indicates the base load
part, such as part A and part B in Fig. 1, occupies energy
area of RES. The amount of power consumption shown
in Part D of Fig. 1 will decrease as the thermal unit
capacity increases. The closer to peak load the
arrangement position is, the more possibility to curtail
power the unit has. Therefore, the PPS method has a
principle advantage in the evaluation of medium and
long-term.
Describing the interaction of conventional power and
RES, we still need to research how FOR influence the
ELDC. If FOR of unit A is less than 1, it indicates this
unit may black out randomly, adding power load to other
units arranged behind A equivalently. So ELDC must be
modified after a unit is arranged to support load. The
modification formulation is
=
F (i ) ( x)  qi F ( i −1) ( x − Ci +=
C E ), (i 1, 2,3, 4 ) (4)
(i )
( i −1)
where F ( x) and F ( x) is the new ELDC and former
one. Ci is the available capacity of state i . C E is the rate
capacity of arranged unit.
The ELDC will become more flat and higher,
increasing generation area for next unit, for there is
almost no unit with zero-FOR. In particular, this tendency
is the most distinct after modified by RES.

modification coefficient for Cmin . Then,  is
proportional to penalty price and inversely proportional
to contract price, which is stated as
2
(6)
=

−1
m m
−（

Cmin

(

T
Qf
T

ori
)
 Cmin

es

）

PPS are the reference value of m p and me .

In addition, the model proposed above links market
price to system physical operation and implies that the
minimum load capacity of thermal unit may increase at
any time. That’s why the minimum load capacity part
under ELDC is still a rectangle.
3.2 Physical contract
The section above introduces a power source
modification model for financial contract. As for physical
contract, this section will propose an ELDC modification
model. Physical contract between power plant and load
entity contains detailed contract time, power and price,
which can be seen as a deterministic and fixed daily load
curve. The following analysis uses unit A as an example
to illustrate the modeling method.
The time when physical contract of unit A is operated
in a day is [0, ts ] [te , 24] . We just research units only
with a physical contract but no financial contract. So the
intraday load sequence L(t ) is separated into two series:

For the purpose of financial contract in forward market,
the design is only for avoiding the risk of energy price
fluctuation rather than energy production uncertainty.
Existing research has an assumption that the financial
contract has no impact on real-time dispatch result. In
that case, RES generation area will not be reduced by
these virtual contract. In other word, financial contract
may be decoupled from physical production. The
previous model sounds reasonable but not practical. The
unbalance penalty after contract period is becoming
higher and price gap between contract and real time
caused by congestion is highly fluctuant. We can
conclude that high accounting penalty could form
invisible constraints on physical execution.
To model this constrain effect, we assume the penalty
would increase the minimum load capacity of a thermal
unit bound with a load entity by forward contract. Part A
in Fig. 1 may be broadened, if unit A is in a contract and
the penalty is high. The modified minimum load capacity
Cmin is defined as follows:
Qf

m

energy per MWh. And me is the average price of contract
energy per MWh. m ps , mes that are pre-determined before

3.1 Financial contract

(

p

m

1 + e e ps
where m p is the average penalty price for unexecuted

3 Probabilistic model of forward market

 ori
Cmin ,
=
C ori +  ( Q f − C ori ),
min
 min
T
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t  [0, ts ]  [te , 24]
0,
L1 (t ) = 
 L(t ), t  [ts , te ]
 L(t ), t  [0, ts ]  [te , 24]
L2 (t ) = 
t  [ts , te ]
0,

(7)

FL1 ( x), FL 2 ( x) are the ELDC of L1 (t ), L2 (t ) .
And f L1 ( x), f L 2 ( x) are PDF (refer to formula(1)). Physical
contract works on L2 (t ) and reduces the accommodation
area for RES. So FL 2 ( x) and f L 2 ( x) must be modified

before the calculation of PPS. We define Lnew
2 (t ) is

Lnew
(t ) L2 (t ) − Lp (t )
2=

(8)

where L p (t ) is the equivalent power curve of physical
contract applied in PPS. It eliminates the minimum
capacity because only the contract load part overtop the
minimum load capacity will decrease the area for RES.
ori
ori
 Lori
Lori
p (t )-Cmin，
p (t )  Cmin
L p (t )= 
(9)
ori
L p (t )  Cmin
0，

where Lori
p (t ) is actual contract load curve.

(5)

ori
 Cmin
)

A major assumption is the power load is regular in
long term, which means the power level and PDF of
intraday load in [0, ts ] [te , 24] is almost the same in a
month. And the contract power is totally fixed in the

ori
is the physical minimum capacity of unit.
where Cmin

3
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Step 2. For all conventional thermal units, two
sections of every unit are separated in accordance with
the minimum power and adjustable power.
Step 3. Calculate the equivalent minimum load
capacity of thermal units that are in financial contract
through (5). Arrange the minimum power part of the
conventional thermal units to support the basic load.
Step 4. Modify the ELDC according to the fixed load
curve in physical contract through formula (7)-(10).
Step 5. Arrange wind power into production.
Step 6. Calculate the abandoned wind power energy
Ewc through formula (2).
Step 7. Filled the rest area with the adjustable power
output of conventional thermal units.

same time everyday. The ( L2 , LP ) is joint random
variable of load and contract power. And the PDF of this
variable is defined as f L (l2 , l p ) . The PDF of Lnew
2 (t ) is
defined as f L (l2new ) calculated by following convolution
formula.
(10)
=
f L (l2new )  [ f L.l2 (l2new + l p ) f L.l p (l p )]d l p

where f L.l2 (.) is the edge distribution of l2 for PDF and

f L.l p (.) the edge distribution of l p .

Then, FL 2 ( x) is corrected to FLnew
2 ( x ) which is the
integral of
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f L (l2new ) . And the modified ELDC

FLnew
=
( x) FL1 ( x) + FL 2 ( x) is generated. In practice,

f L (l2 , l p ) can be calculated through statistics. Two edge

4 Simulation and results

distribution functions are easy to get from f L (l2 , l p ) .

4.1 Data set

Even though the load data is discrete rather than
continuous, the principle of integral is still applicative.

A simplified simulation system, consisting of three
thermal power units, an equivalent centralized wind farm
and several load entities, was used to analyze the effect of
forward market. The total capacity of power source is
2050MW. Table 1 shows details of power source and
system generation load.

3.3 Process of forward contract effect evaluation
The process of PPS for evaluation calculation is stated as
following.
Step 1. Generate the ELDC based on the historical
data of generation load in the region.

Table 1 Parameters of power source and load in system
Thermal
Unit Capacity(MW)
No.
1
600
2
300
3
300

Min load
(MW)
240
120
120

Wind power
Max(MW) Min(MW)

Average(MW)

Load
Max(MW)

Min(MW)

Average(MW)

596.8

481.2

1203.8

737.6

985.7

122.7

Rated capacity: 850MW

Total energy: 709.7GWh

Sequential load curve and wind power curve of 15minute time precision are proportionately modified from
the data of typical province power system in northwestern
China. The simulation is conducted in one month. Fig. 3
(a) shows the typical curve of load and wind power
supported by thermal unit minimum load capacity in first
5 days. Fig. 3 (b) shows the PDF of wind power. The
result reveals that there has been a slight RES curtailment
with all thermal units on. The curtailment energy of
whole month is 22852.6MWh and curtailment rate is
6.05%.

(b)PDF of wind power

Fig. 3 Sequential curve and statistics of power source

4.2 Effect of financial contract
In this numerical trial, we assume only thermal unit No.2
has a financial contract with other load entities but no
physical contract. Fig. 4 shows the value change of 
with variation of penalty and contract price according to
formula(6). The reference value of contract price and
renege penalty are 1 and 10 yuan/KWh, respectively. The
figure can show that the increase of penalty and decrease
of contract price will make coefficient climb up.

(a) Typical curve of load and wind power (TUML-Thermal unit
minimum load)

4
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Fig. 4 Trends of modification coefficient
and contract price.
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physical contract with a fixed execution load curve but no
financial contract, which must be dispatched in operation.
And the curve is the same in every day. We applied four
typical shapes of contract curve in the case, displayed in
Fig.7 (a). All the typical curves correspond to the same
contract energy of 106GWh in one month. The curve of
mode A has a similar tendency to system load with
double peak-valley shape, while mode B is with reversed
double peak-valley shape, mode C with fixed value and
mode D with single peak-valley shape. The notable
impact on the ELDC is found that mode A mainly
decreases the rear tail of ELDC and mode B reduce the
former tail, shown in Fig.7 (b).

 with renege penalty

Fig. 5 shows the trends of RES curtailment rate when
the penalty and contract price are variable. The reference
value of contract price and renege penalty here are 1 and
6 yuan/KWh, respectively. Total contract energy of unit 2
is 108GWh in the month. The surface is similar to curved
fan-shape, where positive correlation was found between
curtailment and penalty price with a negative one
between curtailment and contract price.

250

Power, MW

200
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0
1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 77 81 85 89 93
坐标轴标题
Mode A

Mode B

Mode C

Mode D

(a)Typical execution curve and system load

Fig. 5 Change of RES curtailment rate with renege penalty and
contract price (contract energy is fixed in 108GWh)

The results of relationship between curtailment rate
and penalty price under different contract energy is
shown in Fig. 6 when the contract price is kept on 0.4
yuan/ KWh. When the contract energy is 86.4GWh,
meaning the minimum load capacity of unit 2 will cover
the contract demand, there is no effect on original
curtailment. The extreme scenario will happen when
contract energy is 216GWh, maximum generation energy
in a month of unit 2, with penalty price of 6 yuan/KWh,
leading to more than 30% RES curtailed.

(b)The impact of physical contract on ELDC
Fig. 7 Typical execution curve of physical contract and impact
on ELDC

The curtailment rate and energy with different modes
are listed in Table 2. Compared to Fig. 5, we can see with
the same total contract energy, physical contract has more
severe impact. But the impact of mode A is the lightest
and mode B the worst. It is apparent from this case that
the curve shape impact curtailment a lot, and the shape in
anti-load tendency is the worst choice.
Table 2 Curtailment rate and energy with four curve modes
Fig. 6 Change of curtailment rate with penalty price under
different contract energy

4.3 Effect of physical contract
The assumption in this case is only thermal unit 2 has a

5

Oringinal

Mode
A

Mode B

Mode C

Mode
D

Curtailment
rate/%

6.05

8.26

10.83

8.93

9.29

Curtailment
energy/MWh

22852.6

29014.4

38043.7

31387.4

32645.1
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Electric
Power
Company
(SGGSKY00FJWT1900170).

A further trial is conducted in a larger data range
where the curves in Fig.7 (a) are chosen as the reference
and proportionally change the contract electricity from
50% to 150%. The curtailment rate with four modes
under different ratios is shown in Fig. 8. It can be found
that the curtailment with mode A is the slightest when the
ratio is between 90% and 150%. Meanwhile, the result
approves mode B is the worst contract mode whatever the
ratio is.
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